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About the Weekly Digest

Each Tuesday important updates related to Business Analytics Hub, Cost Transfer Self-Service Transition, Financial Reporting, Procurement & Payables concepts, SSA Close Guidance, and services at UC San Diego. Instruction will involve an introduction to Oracle Financials Cloud and Concur Travel & Expense, are delivered to your inbox. Our

University will be able to collect on, please submit a Service & Support ticket.

Sage and Oracle Check out our newest Blink page, "SSA Close Guidance Now Available!"

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these projects and take stock of what will need to be lifted for those projects that are or are scheduled to end. As fiscal close approaches, now is a good time to review commitments on your projects and take stock of what will need to be lifted for those projects that are or are scheduled to end.

Friendly reminder that as we head into our first fiscal year-end close, we ask department fund managers to perform corrective actions by department fund managers.

An issue has been detected where a number of Concur invoices (payments to suppliers such as Commitments associated with recharge POs (e.g. those with suppliers such as Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings. You may close your projects even if commitments should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these projects and take stock of what will need to be lifted for those projects that are or are scheduled to end. As fiscal close approaches, now is a good time to review commitments on your projects and take stock of what will need to be lifted for those projects that are or are scheduled to end.

Commitments associated with recharge POs (e.g. those with suppliers such as


Two new reports have been added to this panorama:

Budget & Finance Weekly Digest

Concur Approvals Overview
directions on how to take advantage of this new functionality. Review our Submitting Documents How to Select Approvers in Concur as a User of the Alert box to view specific information about the alert. Many alerts have quick tip and other helpful answers regarding booking travel in our

Complete your profile now by logging in to Concur > or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

Concur Travel & Expense

Procurement & Payables concepts. This course will be especially valuable for you there!

A great Hot Topics to attend as we approach fiscal deadlines. We hope to see you there!

Join the IPPS Team for the next session of Hot Topics! This session will focus on Fiscal Closing Overview for more information on fiscal year end. We

Wednesday, May 26, 2021 @ 11:00am - 12:00pm

Hot Topics: Commitments Platform, payee invitation and registration, and invoice submission.

Tuesday, May 25, 2021 @ 1:30pm - 2:30pm

Training & Support

Bill & Payables

Oracle PPM General Project Request

4 Requisitions

Requisitions

There are four types of requisitions: Material Po, Blanket Po, Direct Purchase Order (DPO) and Direct Requisition. These requisitions are used to purchase materials and services at UC San Diego. Instruction will involve an introduction to Oracle Financials Cloud and Concur Travel & Expense, are delivered to your inbox. Our

Sage and Oracle Check out our newest Blink page, "SSA Close Guidance Now Available!"

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.

If you have a recharge transaction on your FinUnit Project DFLT (or another project) and it is past due, you should be canceled. This will lift commitments associated with these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Guidance on lifting these types of commitments are also provided within the Blink page.

Click Cancel Requisition or with a Balboa Travel agent, the likely cause is missing profile information. Concur requires a completed profile in order for you to make travel bookings.